ATTENTION: A mil-spec bolt catch spring, plunger and roll
pin are required for assembly and are not included. If the
Maritime Bolt Catch is replacing an existing mil-spec bolt
catch, please use care when disassembling the component
from your lower receiver as you will need these parts to install
the Maritime Bolt Catch.
Compatibility with billet AR-15 lower receivers is unknown.
Please also note that the extended controls of the Geissele
Maritime Bolt Catch will partially cover the pin hole for
the hammer, a smaller punch may be required to push the
hammer pin out of the receiver from the left side, and the
hammer pin should only be installed from the right side of
the receiver. Once the lower receiver is ready for installation,
continue to STEP 1 for further instructions.
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Place your lower receiver in a Geissele Reaction Block or
similar device capable of holding the lower receiver in a vise.

2. Place a drop of oil on the bolt catch spring, and insert the
bolt catch spring as well as plunger into the bolt catch
hole on the left side of the receiver. SEE FIGURE 1
FIGURE 1
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READ THIS FIRST
Firearm safety is YOUR responsibility. You must memorize
and put into practice the 4 Rules of Firearm Safety:
1. ASSUME EVERY WEAPON IS LOADED.
2. KEEP YOUR FINGER OFF THE TRIGGER UNTIL
YOU ARE READY TO SHOOT.
3. DO NOT LET THE MUZZLE POINT AT ANYTHING
YOU ARE NOT WILLING TO DESTROY.
4. KNOW YOUR TARGET AND WHAT IS BEYOND.
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3. Temporarily hold the bolt catch
in place using a punch.

4. Using another punch, push/drive the roll pin through
the opposite side, knocking the temporary punch out.
SEE FIGURE 2
5. Continue driving the roll pin in until the roll pin is fully
seated and flush with both sides of the roll pin hole.
B
SEE FIGURE 3
B

The Geissele Maritime Bolt Catch is designed with the warfighter
in mind and will work with any lower receiver designed to accept a
mil-spec M16/M4 Carbine bolt catch. The increased surface area
promotes ease of function when locking back the bolt or releasing
the bolt after a magazine change.
In addition, the extended controls add an increased functionality
for left handed shooters who no longer have to break their grip to
manipulate the bolt catch. Left handed shooters can easily reach the
controls using the index finger of their left hand making magazine
changes and locking the bolt back much more fast and efficient.
Aggressive checkering covers the surface of the levers giving the
Geissele Maritime Bolt Catch a textured surface that enables
positive feedback to the shooters hand when being used with gloves
or at night. Manufactured from properly heat treated 8620 steel and
manganese phosphate coated, the Geissele Maritime Bolt Catch is
intended to serve as an enhanced mil-spec replacement and assist
in giving our warfighters overmatch capability with the M16/M4
carbine platform.
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FIGURE 3

DETAIL B
6. Perform function test by manipulating
the bolt catch. The
SCALE 1 : 1
bolt catch should rotate freely without the presence of
binding or grittiness.

Thank You For Your Purchase.
Contact Geissele Automatics with any questions.
C
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